
THERE'S A SOLUTION (Part 2) 
(PAGES 23 - 29) 
Recap: Given sufficient reason, can I stay stopped? 
Let's not look at why you're an alcoholic in the circumstances and the drama of your life.  Let's find out what 
everybody has in common...everyone in this room has different circumstances.   
 
My circumstances are a result of my drinking/using.  There's a big different as the 'result of' my drinking and 
'why I'm an alcoholic'. 
 
Does my experience abundantly confirm that after a couple drinks I am completely powerless over the amount 
I take after? I need to be 100% CLEAR ON THIS.  
I know need to change my perspective. 
 

1.     The next 20 pages we are looking at the MENTAL OBSESSION  
 
2.     If it was just a PHYSICAL disease, then why don't they just dry me out?  Rehabs would have a 
100% success rate if it were only a physical disease. 
 
3.     Page 23: INSANITY   

a.     Why do they say "academic' and 'pointless'?  -It's academic because it is real important for 
you to have identified does that happen to your body after you take a drink. But it's pointless 
because knowing that by itself, will not keep you sober. Knowledge of my disease WILL NOT 
keep me sober.  

 
b.     Therefore the main problem, now that I'm dried out, centers in my mind. 
 
c.     (pg. 23 P3) There is the obsession that 'somehow' 'someday', I will beat the game. 
 

4.     Bottom of page 23 says 'if the man be a real alcoholic' the happy day may not arrive. 
 
5.     At a certain point he reaches a place where the he passes into the state of where the most powerful 
desire to stop drinking is of no avail. 

a.     Will my strongest desire keep me sober? 
b.     Is the only requirement for membership (a desire to stop drinking), the only requirement to 
keep me sober.  Or have I reached a stage that somewhere in my years of drinking, my desire is 
not strong enough to keep me sober? 
c.     The only requirement is not the requirement to keep me sober. 
 

6.     (read page 24 P1)  CHOICE: 
a.     Was it just a choice "to" drink or 'not' to drink? 
b.     Did you choose not to drink in the morning and end up drinking/using later that week...later 
in the day? 
c.     Am I without defense against the first drink? 
 

7.     Thinking the drink through - smash that idea.  The book tells me that the day will come when 
thinking it through won't work.  If I can think the drink through then what am I telling the newcomer?  



That his “thinking” mind can keep him sober?  This is a dangerous slogan and goes against what the 
book says. (page 24 P2). 

a.     I've thought it thru, and still drank...or didn't think at all. 
b.     If I place my hand on a hot stove, do I do it again?  Of course not.  then isn't drinking like 
placing my hand on a hot stove?  Why do I continue to do it?   
 

8.     (page 25)  There is a Solution - self-searching, leveling of pride and confession of 
shortcomings.  This is one of the first times the book tells me there is more than one requirement in the 
recovery process.  The is only one requirement to be a member..but the requirement for recovery 

a.     Self-searching - step 4, 5, 10 
b.     Leveling of pride - steps 4,5,6,7,8,9,10 
c.     Confession of shortcomings - steps 5,9,10 
 

9.     Fourth dimension:        
a.     You and I have lived in the 3 dimensions: cravings of the body, of the mind and dominated 
by our emotions. 
b.     The fourth dimension is the spiritual realm within. 
c.     I'm not just physically and mentally sick.  I am spiritually sick too 
 

10.  (pg 25 P4) Middle of the road solutions: 
a.     How do I know when I'm hearing middle of the road solutions in meetings? 

                                               i.     If I'm hearing anything that doesn't require that I need to have a 
deep and effective spiritual experience 
                                             ii.     No human aid can keep me sober - that the root of my problem lies 
deep within.  I need to treat the "root" of the problem. My sickened spiritual nature.   

1.     We can treat he branches for awhile. But I need to go deeper. 
 

11.  (pg. 26) Dr. Jung is going to tell us what goes on in our minds. Similar to what Dr. Silkworth told 
us about our bodies.  He knew exactly what we needed and said he couldn't provide the heal 
either.  Just like Dr. Silkworth. 
12.  Roland Hazard was under the care of Dr. Jung for a year in 1931…3 years before Bill Wilson got 
sober. 

	  


